Double data, so many
more possibilities

Your employer is a Shape & Fix customer with Orange. As a result,
the mobile data volume in your telecom package will be doubled as
of 20 November 2017. Automatically, every single month and without
doing anything. This advantage is called Data Bonus.

What will you do with double your mobile data?
A host of additional possibilities are now within reach.
We have outlined a few practical examples that are
bound to boost your productivity and flexibility.

Carefree sharing
Need to up or download a large file urgently?
Then use your mobile device, without hesitation
and without worrying about your data usage.

Smooth collaboration everywhere
Stay in constant touch with your colleagues
regardless of your location. Chatting or making
(video) calls - the choice is yours - and always
at 4G speed.

Connected everywhere
Surf to your favourite websites anywhere in
Belgium and the EU, check your social media
or update your calendar.

Always perfectly synchronised
Whether you’re working on the go on your mobile
device or at the office on your computer or laptop,
you can up or download your files immediately
and always keep your info up-to-date.

The most powerful tools
always at your fingertips
En route you also have the most efficient tools,
software and apps at your disposal, enabling you
to work more dynamically and flexibly.

What can you do with
1 GB of mobile data?
When you’re surfing on your mobile device
you don’t want to have to worry about
your data usage. Your priorities are
unfettered access to your data and
working more efficiently. By the way,
do you know what you can do with one
gigabyte of mobile data? Allow us to
translate that gigabyte into practical terms:

Skype for

24 hours

8 hours

of video calls and
sharing your screen with Skype

1.5 hours of HD video
calls via Skype

2 hours

of viewing a
webinar or YouTube videos in
standard quality (480p)

400 web pages
read 10,000 emails
send 2,000 emails
visit

with an attachment
download

50 apps

My Orange
Do you like to keep tabs on your data usage?
Then the My Orange app is just the thing. At a glance you can
see how much call credit, minutes, texts and surf volume
remains in your bundle.

Download the app here.

Travel Data Control
Now that mobile roaming costs have been abolished, your
doubled data volume is available in all EU countries. In
short, when you’re abroad on business you surf as carefree
as you would at home. To avoid unpleasant surprises,
Orange offers the free service Travel Data Control. This
service is activated as standard for all Orange customers
and it works as follows: you receive a free text message
when you reach 80%
of your roaming data
spending limit. Your data
connection will then be
blocked when you reach
100% of your limit. This
service can be deactivated
and reactivated at any
given time within your
Customer Zone.

Go to business.orange.be/databonus for more inspiration
on how to use Data Bonus to best advantage.

